
ASPIRE Middle FAQs  

  
How do students qualify for ASPIRE? 
 
What are the primary benefits of the ASPIRE program? 

 
How is ASPIRE different from the regular Discoveries and accelerated Math and 

Science that the other GT kids take? 

 

How does ASPIRE provide challenges for students beyond what they would get 

elsewhere? 

 

Who teaches ASPIRE? Are they regular GT teachers or do they have special 

training for highly gifted students? 

 

How are the social and emotional needs of highly gifted students met in 

ASPIRE? 

 

How much homework is there in ASPIRE? 

 

Is there a social stigma for the students that are involved in ASPIRE? If so, how 

does the school address this? 

 

 How is transportation to CTMS handled if you are not zoned for CTMS and what 

is the schedule? 

 

What are the special things that kids get to do in the ASPIRE program (speakers, 

field trips, etc.)? 

 



 

What sort of preparation for high school is provided? Is there recognition that 

for highly gifted, telescoped students, that preparation needs to happen very 

early (6th grade?), etc.? 

 

How accessible are the ASPIRE teachers? These kids often have unique needs 

that require special attention from the teachers. 

 

What is the best way to truly understand HS credits, 4 year plans, and GPA 

implications for our students?  

 

What grade levels are available?  

 

What is the application process?  

 

Can my child and I visit the school, sit in on a class, or talk to the principal? 

 

Questions & Answers 

 

How is ASPIRE different from the regular Discoveries and accelerated Math and 

Science that the other GT kids take? 

 

ASPIRE middle school students grapple with content and concepts that other 

learners may not encounter until they enter Advanced Placement classes in high 

school or college courses. Humanities students read and study a variety of 

rigorous, higher-level texts, and students are encouraged to question, critique, 

challenge, and expand upon the ideas presented in those texts. Additionally, 

English and Social Studies are not taught as separate subjects, but rather in a fully 

integrated fashion that focuses on broad cultural themes and driving questions 

while also building fundamental TEKS-based skills as they pertain to world 

cultures, Texas history, or American history. We provide students with 

opportunities for truly in-depth examinations of art, music, film, literature, 

history, politics, religion, social science, psychology, anthropology and philosophy. 

Content is curated as needed from above-grade-level sources as deemed 



 

 

appropriate by the teacher. ASPIRE Math students take various math courses 

from 6th grade accelerated math through geometry on campus based on their 

current level. The classes allow them to explore math through the lense of our 

parallel curriculum model and move at a pace appropriate for their learning. They 

also have the opportunity to take higher levels of math through our partnership 

with CHHS, GHS, and I University Prep. ASPIRE students take 6th & 7th grade 

accelerated science with Integrated Physics and Chemistry (IPC) woven in, as well 

as Biology. ASPIRE students enter high school having earned two high school 

science credits (IPC & Biology). ASPIRE science allows students to explore the 

content in a different format tailored for GT students using parallel curriculum as 

the framework, which allows us to dig deeper into areas students are interested 

in and bring in real world connections.  Students are exposed to real world issues, 

project based learning, guest speakers and work in our outdoor classroom to fully 

immerse them in the science content.  

 

What are the primary benefits of the ASPIRE program? 

 

ASPIRE students benefit the most from interacting and learning alongside 

intellectual peers who challenge their thinking and better understand the 

social-emotional needs of the highly gifted.   ASPIRE students are afforde a 

personalized academic learning experience to meet their highly gifted needs, 

while also having an opportunity to participate in school-wide extracurricular 

courses, such as but not limited to Choir, Theatre, Engineering, Band, Athletics 

(7th-8th), and other fine arts and career and technology courses.  

 

Who teaches ASPIRE? Are they regular GT teachers or do they have special 

training for highly gifted students? 

 

ASPIRE Academy teachers receive regular professional learning relevant to 

meeting the needs of the highly gifted through district offerings, outside 

conferences and online resources. ASPIRE Academy staff members collaborate 

weekly as a Professional Learning Community to further their collective ability to 

meet ASPIRE students’ academic and social emotional needs.  District 



 

 

 

Instructional Coaches dedicate a significant amount of time supporting curriculum 

and instruction within the ASPIRE Academy. ASPIRE teachers are dedicated to 

continuing professional development and to making their own scholarly 

contributions to the understanding and practice of gifted education.  

 

How are the social and emotional needs of highly gifted students met in 

ASPIRE? 

 

ASPIRE uses a multi-pronged approach to meeting the social and emotional needs 

of its students. Students regularly engage in small group discussions to talk about 

both the good and the bad in their lives and to resolve conflict through restorative 

conversation, and all students are paired with an older buddy to help them 

navigate issues ranging from google drive organization to getting to class on time. 

It is important to note that many of the social and emotional needs of 

highly-gifted students are met simply because they are grouped together and 

because they have access to a challenging academic environment; feeling isolated 

because of their abilities and boredom are two of the biggest challenges gifted 

children face as middle schoolers. 

 

How much homework is there in ASPIRE? 

 

We try our best to limit homework when possible. Generally the level of 

homework required in ASPIRE is consistent with the rest of the campus and 

comprises mainly of work that was not finished during the allotted class or Wolf 

Time. Teachers attempt to coordinate project timing as much as possible so that 

students are not swamped. When large projects are assigned, students will always 

have multiple class days to complete them before it becomes necessary to take 

work home. We regularly emphasize the wise and efficient use of class time with 

our students as well as skills for organizing and planning for the timely completion 

of work.  

 

How does ASPIRE provide challenges for students beyond what they would 

receive elsewhere? 



 

 

 

 

The depth and complexity to which their content is taught allows students to go 

deep into the content and concepts they are exposed to while covering the 

required breadth.  

 

 

Is there a social stigma for the students that are involved in ASPIRE? If so, how 

does the school address this? 

 

Students are generally very proud to be a part of both the ASPIRE family and the 

Wolf Pack. Social adjustment is difficult for any middle schooler, and ASPIRE 

students are no exception. However, because there are now so many ASPIRE 

students at CTMS and because they take electives and athletics with the rest of 

the campus, we find that our students generally integrate very well and are 

accepted by the rest of the campus as just another element that makes CTMS a 

unique place to learn. We encourage our students to embrace their giftedness as 

something that makes them who they are and not as something to hide. Our 

students often take on leadership positions outside of ASPIRE on the CTMS 

campus. We have students involved in student council, cheerleading, robotics, 

advanced theater, and many other non-ASPIRE activities.  

 

 How is transportation to CTMS handled if you are not zoned for CTMS and what 

is the schedule? 

 

Bus service is available from your home middle school campus. A schedule can be 

found here. We highly encourage carpooling when possible. 

 

What are the special things that kids get to do in the ASPIRE program (speakers, 

field trips, etc.)? 

 

A number of guest speakers from different fields visit ASPIRE every year for 

special talks. The topics are as varied as criminal law, fighter plane physics, 

infectious disease, and change from year to year. ASPIRE students also take 

http://aspirectms.weebly.com/uploads/9/3/6/7/9367934/bus_schedules.pdf


 

 

multiple local field trips to museums and other cultural sites in the DFW area and 

one out of town trip.  

 

How do students qualify for ASPIRE? 

 

In order to be eligible for the ASPIRE Academy, students must be identified as a 

G/T student and have a qualifying aptitude score of 140 or above in any one area. 

Additional qualitative and/or quantitative measures may be administered as 

necessary. Parents are invited to nominate their child by completing the ASPIRE 

Academy application during an identification window. More specific questions 

about qualifying may be found at http://www.gcisd-k12.org/Page/27522 . 
 

What is the long-range plan for ASPIRE students as they move into high school? 

ASPIRE Academy students may elect to attend Grapevine High School (GHS) 

where ASPIRE courses in English and Social Studies will be held without applying 

for a transfer regardless of their zoned home campus.  Students choosing to 

attend Colleyville Heritage High School (CHHS) may enroll in these courses at GHS 

and are offered transportation to attend these classes.  Both CHHS and GHS will 

offer GT sections in English, Social Studies, Mathematics and Science.  ASPIRE 

English and Social Studies will be offered at CHHS if the ASPIRE population at 

CHHS grows to that capacity.  

 

What sort of preparation for high school is provided? Is there recognition that 

for highly gifted, telescoped students, that preparation needs to happen very 

early (6th grade?), etc.? 

 

Research, writing, and text analysis skills that form the core of AP English 

Language & Composition and AP English Literature & Composition in high school 

are taught and regularly practiced in ASPIRE Middle School Humanities.  In ASPIRE 

science students have the benefit of taking Integrated Physics and Chemistry 

which allows them to be better prepared for PAP Chemistry and AP Physics. 

Students are also exposed to AP Biology and Environmental Science processing 

skills and standards in ASPIRE Biology.  AP processing standards are also 

http://www.gcisd-k12.org/Page/27522


 

 

integrated throughout all of their science courses.  The districts telescoping 

program allows ASPIRE students to telescope into a math class appropriate for 

their level.  Students in the ASPIRE math classes are able to learn in an 

environment geared towards highly gifted students while taking classes at their 

current math level.  The ASPIRE math classes incorporate necessary process skills 

to help prepare students to be successful in AP classes in high school.  

 

 

  

How accessible are the ASPIRE teachers? These kids often have unique needs 

that require special attention from the teachers. 

 

ASPIRE teachers have all made a commitment to highly-gifted students and their 

special needs and are accustomed to dealing with situations unique to this 

population on a daily basis. We also understand that raising a highly-gifted child 

can be extremely challenging; we are happy to work with parents on formulating 

strategies for both school and home that will improve the academic and 

emotional well-being of their child. 

 

 

What is the best way to truly understand HS credits, 4 year plans, and GPA 

implications for our students?  

 

The best way to understand high school credits is to schedule an appointment 

with a high school counselor.  You may also check the middle school Program of 

Studies for a list of high school credit opportunities afforded to middle school 

students in GCISD. 

 

ASPIRE students leave middle school with the following high school credits.  

 -Biology 

- IPC (Integrated Physics and Chemistry) 

- Algebra I - unless telescoping farther 

 



 

 

 

  

What grade levels are available for ASPIRE? 

  

Beginning in 2017-2018, ASPIRE will be available for students in first through 

eighth grade.  ASPIRE will continue into high school once ASPIRE students 

graduate from middle school. 

 

 

What is the application process?  

 

See the website for the application process to the ASPIRE program. 

http://www.gcisd-k12.org/Page/27523 

 
  
Can my child and I visit the school, sit in on a class, or talk to the principal? 

 

There are times set aside for students and parents to visit the school however, 

they will not be able to sit in on classes during the day. We do provide 

opportunities for students and parents to learn about the ASPIRE Academy at 

CTMS via Mini School Night (fall), Special Programs Expo (spring), CTMS Showcase 

(spring), and a host of ASPIRE informational meetings throughout the year.  

 
 

 

 

 
 

http://www.gcisd-k12.org/Page/27523

